
2 CARDINAL NUMBERS

2.1 Numeral morphemes

Moronene has two sets of numeral morphemes, shown in Table 1 . Members of

the free set can function as free morphemes, for example in counting or as a one word
answer to a question. They occur with the cardinal prefixes o- and ho- (with stative

verb prefix me- occurring with asa 'one'). The bound set occurs without any prefix.

They are bound morphemes which must cliticize with a following word (although for

orthographic reasons they are written separately), or else take derivational affixation.

Tlie bound set is generally more conservative phonologically, as can be seen by

comparing them with the Proto-Malayo-Polynesian forms in Table L Note the

consonant deletion in the free forms for 'four' and 'six' and the variation in the forms

for 'eight'.

There is no bound form for 'ten' which Sanctions as a numeral. Instead there is a

number measure noun used in compound numbers from twenty to ninety. Similarly

there are measure nouns for 'hundred', 'thousand' and 'ten thousand'. For 'million',

the Indonesian term is used.

I have included the interrogative form for 'how many' in Table 1 since it behaves

like the other numerals throughout the various number derivations found in Moronene.



Table 1 : Numeral Morphemes

Numeral Bound Free

one



Table 2: Counting in Moronene

1
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